Abstract
Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of optimal approximation of Bezier curves of degree n by Bezier curves of reduced degree n -1 with respect to different norms on C [O, l] .
We will consider the case where the norm is applied component-wise to the difference of two curves as weil as the case where the norm is applied to the euclidean distance of two parametric curves.
In the following we will use II~ to denote the space of parametric polynomials in IRs with degree at most n; IIn : = II~. The functions en : en ( t) = tn will be used to denote the monomials. 11 · l l [a,b] denotes an arbitrary norm on C [a, b] . For is called an optimal euclidean degree reduction of x with respect to 11 · 11-Remark: Since for s = 1 the definitions (i) and (ii) are identical we will speak in this situation about the degree reduction without further specification.
lt is intended to study optimal degree reductions in terms of their Bezier points with respect to different norms. Especially, we are interested in Lp-norms on C [ 
1 .
(2)
For an arbitrary Bezier curve x the points b{ and b[I defined by (2) and (3) or explicitly (cf [Eck93] ) by
are of course in general not identical but still somehow related to approximations of degree n -1 of x. (For the precise meaning of b{ , b{ I see section 2.)
In early papers on the issue of degree reduction [For72] , [Far83] non-optimal (but easy to compute) component-wise degree reductions to arbitrary Bezier curves have been constructed using simple convex combinations of the points b{ and b{ r. Optimal componentwise degree reductions have been considered in [Eck93] for the case of the uniform norm.
There it has been shown that the Bezier points bi of the optimal component-wise degree reduction of an arbitrary Bezier curve of degree n can be obtained as convex combinations of the points b{ and b[I(i = 0, ... , n -1):
(i=O, ... ,n-1) . ·
We begin this paper with a new derivation of this result which is much shorter than the original one. Our proof is also direct in the sense that in contrast to [Eck93] we do not assume that a relation of the form (6) is valid. Furthermore, our derivation implies a geometric interpretation of the situation that has not yet been given: the Bezier points of the optimal component-wise degree reduction of x lie on parallel lines with the direction vector 6. nb 0 through the Bezier points of a Taylor expansion of x of degree n -1. In section 3 we first show that this geometric statement holds true for arbitrary norms that are applied component-wise. Then we extend the range of this result even further by showing that for any LP-norm the optimal component-wise degree reduction is in fact identical to the optimal euclidean degree reduction. In section 4 the Bezier coefficients of the optimal degree reduction are explicitly given for the cases of the L 1 and Lrnorm.
In the last section we extend the results to the case of constrained degree reduction. We show for Lp-norms (p > 1) the identity of component-wise and euclidean degree reduction.
The Bezier coefficients of the constrained degree reduction with respect to the Lrnorm are explicitly given.
Optimal component-wise degree reduction in the uniform norm
We start this section with a short and direct derivation of (6) and (7). Note, that in contrast to [Eck93] we do not assume that a relation of the form (6) holds. for all polynomials p E IIn with leading coefficient 1 it follows that
where an denotes the leading coefficient of x in monomial form, i.e. Now, x is degree elevated into a Bezier curve of degree n with Bezier coefficients b 0 , ..
• , bn
and Tn is expressed in Bezier form as Ci,n /\ nb
U sing the explici t formula ( 4) for inverting the process of degree elevation we obtain b 1
with We observe that the first part of the right side G>f (10) coincides with the explicit formula ( 4) for the points b{ obtained from reversing the process of degree elevation. Thus,
Formula (11) is equivalent to (6) because (12) but it reveals geometric information that has not been given ( and incorrectly depicted in fig. l, p.242) in [Eck93] : The Bezier points of the optimal component-wise degree reduction with respect to the uniform norm lie on parallel lines through the point b{ with direction 6nbo.
Although the points b{, b{ 1 have been used for a long time it has not been noted that these are the Bezier control points of the Taylor expansion of x of degree n -1 at 0, 1 respectively. This can be verified for b{ in the following way.
Let T mX( a, t) denote the Taylor expansion of x of degree m with expansion point a. Then, using standard formulas for expressing the monomials into the Bernstein bases we obtain
The Bezier control points of Tn-l x( a, t) for arbitrary expansion point a can be derived as follows. Since x (nl(t) = 6nb 0 for any a. Thus, Now, we transform tn -(t -ar into the Bernstein bases in order to derive its Bezier coefficients
Hence, we obtain for the Bezier control points bf(a) of Tn-l x(a, t):
with Especially, we verify bf (1) With (13) the generalized form of (11) becomes
The geometry of optimal degree reduction
In this section we will first show that the geometric interpretation given in the previous section holds for the component-wise approach tobest approximation of parametric curves regardless what norm has been specified. Then we will extend the range of this result even further by showing that for arbitrary Lp-norms the optimal euclidean degree reduction is in fact identi cal to the optimal component-wise degree reduction. 
from the definition of z as the best approximation to the monomial en with respect to
II· II·
Since for the i-th component xi of x according to (14) it follows from the uniqueness of the best approxini.ation that xi is the best approximation In [Lac91 J the following example has been given which shows that the euclidean best approximation to a parametric polynomial is in general different from the componentwise obtained best approximation.
Example: The best euclidean constant approximation to x(t) = (t, t
2 ) on [-1, l] with respect to the uniform norm is Xe(t) = (0, 1), with maxirnurnerror 1. The best componentwise constant approximation to x with respect to the uniform norm is x:c(t) = (0, 0.5), the euclidean norm of the error vector is '(/.
However, in [Lac88] it has been shown for the uniform norm that in the case of approximation of parametric polynomials of degree n with polynomials of degree n -1 the euclidean best approximation can be determined component-wise. We will now generalize this result to arbitrary LP-norms.
Theorem 3.2 The optimal euclidean degree reduction Xe of a parametric polynomial x of degree n with respect to -any LP-norm (p 2: 1) is identical to the optimal component-wis e
degree reduction :X of x.
Proof: We will show for p :::; 1 < oo t hat Xe is of the form (14). The case p = oo is in [Lac88] .
As usual, we denote the control points of the Bezier representation of x with b 0 , b 1 , ... , bn.
Since the property of best approximation of parametric polynomials is independent of the coordinate system, we may specify the coordinate system such that Then, for an arbitrary curve y E II~_ 1 one obtains
with qi being the components of q(t) = l.6,;
bol (y (t) -Tn-1 x(O,t)) .
Thus, 
Polynomials of least deviation from zero
Formula (14) of the previous section implies that the optimal degree reduced Bezier curve of degree n -1 is determined , if the best approximation z E IIn-1 of the monomial en with respect to the given norm is known. Since en -z is a polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient one, it is an equivalent problem to determine the polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient 1 and least deviation from zero.
For LP-norms the notation Qp,n is used to denote the polynomial of degree n with
Besides the case of the uniform norm (p = oo, Q 00 ,n(t) = 2 However, no such statement is known for the other cases. By direct calculation, [Bur67] 1 1
shows by a counterexample that, in general, the weight function is not (1 -t 2 )1;-2. He also calculates the zeros of Qp,n for the cases p = 2, 3, ... , 7 and n = 1, 2, ... , 6. Thus, in these cases an approximation formula for Qp,n is available.
Assume that a Bezier representation of Qp,n has been established, i.e. (4) ,
Since the coefficients of PJa,b) in Bezier representation can be obtained directly from (15) tobe ( n+
one obtains (i)
=,n -2n-l (7)
Thus (16) yields and again
The approximation error Ep,n(x) for the optimal euclidean degree reduction of x with respect to 11 · 1 IP is given by
Ep,n(x)
i.e. for the three cases considered above
and E 00 ,n(x)
The following figure shows the optimal Lp degree reductions of a quintic Bezier curve for the cases p = 1, 2 and oo. The dotted line corresponds to the L 1 approximation, the solid (thin) line is the L 2 approximation and the dashed line is the L 00 approximation. The corresponding error functions are drawn in the same line style.
Constrained degree reduction
Curves considered in CAD are frequently required to match boundary constraints that guarantee a prescribed order of continuity. This motivates is called an optimal euclidean ca -l_degree reduction oj X with respect to II· II.
In the following we will generalize the results of the preceeding sections to the more general situation of optimal ca -1 -d~gree reduction. We will make use of the following statements 
is the unique c 0 -1 de 9 ree reduction of en with respect to 11 . 1 lp.
Pro of:
Let y E A 0 (x) be arbitrary. Then
with qi E I1n-( 2 a +i). Hence, the problem to find the optimal C 
Since for i;i according to (17) and (18) X is the optimal component-wise ca-l degree reduction of x.
Applying (17) to the special case where x(t) = tn one verifies that z~~~ is the unique c 0 -1 degree reduction of en .
D
We will now generalize Theorem 3.2 to the case of constrained best approximation.
Theo rem 5.2
The optimal euclidean c 0 - In the case of the Lrnorm the polynomials Q~~~ are related to the Jacobi polynomials. According to [LSV79] Hence, In the case p = 2 considered above one obtains E: .
Q~~~(t)
• (x) = ( 2n ~ 1
